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MAIN TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
ACTIVE MODE

Operating frequency range

Number of simultaneously measured target 
coordinates 

Characteristics

Coverage:

Maximum range of target detection under clear conditions at normal radar 
observability, km:

Root-mean-square errors of determination of coordinates and motion parameters 
of air targets with EPR ≥ 1 m²:

- by range, km 

Value

X, S

3 (bearing, range, elevation)

up to 200

Number of tracked targets, pcs up to 200

- in altitude, km up to 30

- of air target with EPR ≥ 1 m² up to 75
- of low-altitude target, of surface target 0.9...0.95 of radar horizon distance

- in elevation, deg up to 60
- in azimuth, deg up to 360

1...6
2...6
10-50
15-20

PASSIVE MODE

Detection of surface targets

Detection of air targets (aircraft and helicopter radar stations, anti-ship guided missiles)

Operating frequency range

Characteristics

Coverage:

Detection range of radar emitters

Root-mean-square error of bearing determination, 
deg

- in range, km

Value

L, S, C, X, Ku

Frequency range S, C, X, Ku

up to 300

up to 300

up to 1.0

Root-mean-square error of range determination 
(depending on frequency range and measurement 
method) of an emitting target, % of measured range

from 5..10

Root-mean-square error of bearing determination,
deg 2.5-5

Quantity of simultaneously tracked targets, pcs

The area of active jamming by azimuth, deg

over 100

360

Frequency range X, Ku

180- in azimuth, deg

Number of tracked targets, pcs up to 50

Coverage:

Active jamming of air targets (airplane and helicopter radar stations, anti-ship guided missiles)

- in range

- in azimuth, deg
- in elevation, deg

for 10-20 % exceeds the detection range
of MF RLK carrier ship in comparison 

with contender radar stations
360
0..40

- in bearing, mil
- in elevation, mil
- in range, m
- in velocity, m/s

MF RLK ZASLON solves the following tasks:

MF RLK ZASLON CONSISTS OF:

search, detection, tracking of air, low-altitude small and surface 
targets

Directional pattern electronic scanning, special modes and algorithms of 
target surveillance provide MF RLK ZASLON with short response time, 
high throughput rate, high target designation accuracy, and thus highly 
efficient use of interfaced systems.

MF RLK ZASLON has modular structure. Unified interfaces are used for 
data exchange between its components and interfaced systems. They 
interact via standard interfaces according to unified interface protocols. 
Operator’s automatic workstations are based upon unified control 
panels. 

The structure of MF RLK ZASLON components can be changed depending 
on the ship’s purpose.

automatic recognition and classification of detected targets

detection of radio-emitting sources, recognition of radio-emitting 
equipment classes and types, including those in the far (over-the-
horizon) zone

estimation and analysis of radioelectronic environment, positioning of 
jamming sources

active countermeasures against radioelectronic equipment

control of passive jamming equipment

target designation to missile and artillery armament systems 

information support of fighters, ground attack aircrafts, and ship-
board helicopters

recording of information processing results, developed solutions and 
the status of interfaced systems

personnel simulated training

multi-purpose all-ship X-band radar based on fixed AESA

control system

S-band radar system

multi-purpose system for surveillance radio environment

artillery shooting control module
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